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Abstract
Developing platforms for large scale data processing has been a great interest to
scientists. Hadoop is a widely used computational platform which is a fault-tolerant
distributed system for data storage due to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)
and performs fault-tolerant distributed data processing in parallel due to MapReduce
framework. It is quite often that actual computations require multiple MapReduce
cycles, which needs chained MapReduce jobs. However, Design by Hadoop is poor
in addressing problems with iterative structures. In many iterative problems, some
invariant data is required by every MapReduce cycle. The same data is uploaded to
Hadoop file system in every MapReduce cycle, causing repeated data delivering and
unnecessary time cost in transferring this data. In addition, although Hadoop can
process data in parallel, it does not support MPI in computing. In any Map/Reduce
task, the computation must be serial. This results in inefficient scientific computations
wrapped in Map/Reduce tasks because the computation can not be distributed over
a Hadoop cluster, especially a Hadoop cluster on a traditional high performance
computing cluster.
Computational technologies have been extensively investigated to be applied into
many application domains. Since the presence of Hadoop, scientists have applied the
MapReduce framework to biological sciences, chemistry, medical sciences, and other
areas to efficiently process huge data sets.
In our research, we proposed a hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI
for molecular dynamics applications. We carried out molecular dynamics simulations
with the implemented hybrid framework. We improved the capability and perfor-
xi
mance of Hadoop by adding a MPI module to Hadoop. The MPI module enables
Hadoop to monitor and manage the resources of Hadoop cluster so that computa-
tions incurred in Map/Reduce tasks can be performed in a parallel manner. We also
applied the local caching mechanism to avoid data delivery redundancy to make the
computing more efficient. Our hybrid framework inherits features of Hadoop and
improves computing efficiency of Hadoop.
The targeting application domain of our research is molecular dynamics simulation.
However, the potential use of our iterative MapReduce framework with MPI is broad.
It can be used by any applications which contain single or multiple MapReduce iter-





Due to the increasing requirements of various social, engineering, and scientific appli-
cations, large amounts of data need to be processed efficiently [4, 34, 75]. Scientists
have put a great deal of effort in developing computational frameworks targeting data-
aware and performance-aware computations. Data-intensive workflow systems can be
used for distributed data processing, such as Pegasus [43] and Swift [80]. Wang dis-
cussed workflow systems and the limitations for using workflow paradigms across
multiple data centers [75]. One limitation is that workflow systems can not meet the
requirement of high throughput data processing. Another limitation is that large data
transfer among tasks in workflow systems can cause unnecessary data movement. In
addition, fault tolerance for task execution and data transfer is a big concern in work-
flow systems. One of the challenges scientists face is how to efficiently take advantage
of various available computing resources and how to make the frameworks flexible so
as to be applicable to different application domains. In addition, fast processing of
large scale data has been required in many scientific and engineering areas.
Over the past decade, some computational frameworks have been developed [39,
38, 42, 23]. MapReduce [42] is a widely accepted and used framework which provides
a fault-tolerance file system and a parallel data processing paradigm. Apache Hadoop
is an open source library, which implements MapReduce framework. It is claimed
to be reliable and scalable in distributed computing scenarios. HDFS [8], Hadoop
Distributed File System, makes Hadoop a fault-tolerant distributed system for data
storage with high scalability while MapReduce [14] lets Hadoop perform fault-tolerant
1
FIGURE 1.1: Architecture of Hadoop HDFS
distributed data processing in parallel. Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of HDFS. In-
tensive exploration and investigation of Hadoop have been done since the appearance
of Hadoop [44, 45, 75, 49, 77, 47, 52, 72, 78].
Researchers have been investigating the possibility of applying current available
computational frameworks into various application areas, particularly in biological
computing, biomedical computing, and biomedicine computing. In biology related
research, large scale data has been obtained daily. The huge volume of data demands
high throughput processing framework. Computational scientists have paid attention
to use computational frameworks to solve biology related problems. It has been a
good practice to implement molecular dynamics algorithm on some computational
frameworks. A molecular dynamics algorithm, REMD (Replica Exchange Molecular
Dynamics), has been implemented on Work Queue [39] and Hadoop [73]. Although
2
it has been shown that MapReduce framework is applicable to molecular dynamics
simulation, there are limitations.
First of all, a molecular dynamics simulation needs to “pause” at some point and
resume from that point at a later period. The purpose of doing so is that we need
to save or record the configuration of the simulated system at some point in case
we must start the simulation over in the event of a crash. To resume a molecular
dynamics simulation after a “pause,” some input files, such as topology file and force
field file, are required along with the system configuration at the point where the
“pause” is issued. Therefore, to resume a paused simulation, the output from the
paused simulation and some invariable data input files must be available and ready
to be used as the input data. In this scenario, a complete simulation practically needs
many “pauses” and “resumes.” Hadoop does not support this behavior of molecular
dynamics simulation. Secondly, some sampling methods in molecular dynamics simu-
lation require the simulation to pause at a point, perform some data processing, and
restart with processed data. Hadoop does not support this “pause” and “restart” sce-
nario. Third, in molecular dynamics simulation, some data files are required for every
“resume,” which means, this data is used repeatedly in every “pause-resume” itera-
tion. In Hadoop, this issue is not addressed. Fourth, almost all molecular dynamics
simulation packages adopt parallel computing technique to improve the efficiency of
the computing. Most software packages use MPI. Hadoop, by design, does not address
this concern. In Hadoop, executables are in serial manner.
Hadoop supports parallel computing in that all Map tasks or Reduce tasks are
individually executed on task trackers, there is no need for users to write parallel
code. Hadoop provides users with a parallel data processing framework in which data
are sliced into splits and redundantly stored on different data nodes. Executables
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are programmed into Map or Reduce task. This works fine if the executable itself
invoked from Map task or Reduce task is serial. However, in reality, almost all software
packages targeting at computation-intensive applications, including software packages
of molecular dynamics, are developed with parallel techniques. People often require
invoking a MPI executable from Map task or Reduce task. There has been a strong
request from the user community to have MPI capability in Hadoop MapReduce
framework.
All the above motivate us to enhance Hadoop so that Hadoop can handle iterative
computational jobs, take care of repeatedly used data, and support MPI. In this
dissertation, we propose a hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI for
molecular dynamics applications.
1.1 Contributions
We have developed a hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI for molec-
ular dynamics applications. Our development and implementation of the framework
addressed the concerns existing in the user community of Hadoop. A MPI resource
manager module was developed and incorporated into Hadoop, making Hadoop MPI-
enabled. Algorithms used by MPI manager for allocating resources to Map/Reduce
tasks which involve high performance computing were developed. We also developed
iteration-awareness for molecular dynamics simulations into Hadoop based on HaLoop
by adding iteration monitoring. Additionally, we developed a method to cache repeat-
edly used data files locally to avoid remote data reading and transferring. And finally
we provided users of molecular dynamics applications with the scheme of program-




The chapters of the dissertation are organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we present
the background information and related work. In Chapter 3, we describe our enhance-
ment to Hadoop. We discuss the architecture, algorithms, and design of the hybrid
framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI. Chapter 4 presents detailed experimen-
tal results which evaluate the performance of our development. Finally, in Chapter 5,





Parallel computing has been explored by researchers for many years. In parallel com-
puting, many calculations are carried out simultaneously, operating on the principle
that big problems can be divided into small ones, then those small problems can be
solved concurrently [25]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the typical parallel computing idea.
Many scientific and engineering problems are so complex that it is not possible, or
not practical, to solve them on a single machine. High performance computing has
been used in many research or application areas, such as chemistry, physics, envi-
ronmental studies, and biocomputing to improve computations. There are 4 types
of parallel computing: bit-level, instruction level, data parallel, and task parallel. Of
those 4 types of parallel computing, data parallel has become to be the greatest in-
terest of researchers due to the increasing requirements of large scale data processing
from many application domains. In data parallelism, the data that must be processed
is distributed across a set of compute nodes. Each processor performs the same task
on the data pieces over the compute nodes.
There are different forms of parallel computing including a single computer with
multiple processors, an arbitrary number of computers connected by a network or a
combination of both. Generally, a parallel computing platform refers to a high perfor-
mance computing (HPC) cluster which contains a number of multi-core computing
nodes. MPI protocol is usually used by parallel computing to divide, dispatch and
collect tasks. Otherwise, MPI provides a set of interfaces for parallel programming
6
FIGURE 2.1: Illustration of parallel computing
making it easier to write parallel programs. A typical architecture of parallel comput-
ing is listed in Figure 2.2.
Ideally, the speedup of a parallelized program would be linear. For example, if
we have N computing nodes, the execution time of a parallelized program would be
1/N compared with a single computing node. However, since a program cannot be
parallelized completely, the speedup of a program using multiple computing nodes in
parallel computing is limited by the time needed for the sequential fraction of the
program. The potential speedup of an algorithm on a parallel computing platform
is given by Amdahl’s law. Amdahl’s law [29] states that if P is the proportion of
a program that can be made parallel and (1 − P ) is the proportion that cannot be
parallelized (remains serial), then the maximum speedup that can be achieved by









FIGURE 2.2: A typical architecture of parallel computing platform
S(N) =
1
(1− P ) + P
N
(2.1)
where S(N) is the speedup, N is the number of nodes, and P is the proportion of
parallel in a program. In practice, The speedup of a cluster cannot achieve S(N) due
to network latency, data dependency and synchronization etc.
High performance computing clusters were designed for the purpose of parallel
computing. The computers on a cluster are loosely connected. Previous studies have
shown that the performance of clusters is competitive. In addition to performance,
availability of resources and low cost of HPC cluster are attractive features to sci-
entists and engineers as well. In a typical HPC cluster configuration, a master/head
node plays the role of interacting with the application programs, handling job schedul-
ing and managing resources/slaves [41]. Supercomputers have shared memory while
regular computer clusters do not. Parallel computing has been used to perform com-
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putationally intensive tasks in various fields. These fields include but are not limited
to mechanical engineering, weather forecasting, molecular modelling, and simulations.
Communication among cluster nodes is through either Parallel Virtual Machine
(PVM) [71, 21] or Message Passing Interface (MPI) [18]. A comparison has been
done between PVM and MPI in terms of performance and other features [48]. It was
stated that MPI has a faster performance within a large multiprocessor than PVM
while PVM is better when applications are run on heterogeneous networks. OpenMPI
[20], an open source MPI-2 implementation, is used widely by many high performance
computing clusters.
2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation
2.2.1 Introduction to Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Molecular Dynamics is defined as a computer simulation of physical movements of
atoms and molecules by computing the forces and potential energy between parti-
cles in a macromolecular system [17]. For a molecular dynamics simulation, the usual
procedure is to minimize the system structure, to heat the system to the desired
temperature, and then to equilibrate it. Once this is done, the project enters the pro-
duction stage, during which the atomic conformation of the system may be refined,
explored, and sampled by the application of various computational procedures. With
such methodologies, it is possible to simulate the time evolution of the molecular
system, optimize, and generate conformations according to various statistical me-
chanical ensembles, characterize collective motions, and explore the energy landscape
along particular reaction pathways.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been a great research tool for scientists for
many years in several scientific areas including chemistry, physics, biology, medicine
and computer science. Since molecular dynamics simulation was first introduced in the
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1950’s, it has been used extensively in studying macromolecules and their structures.
Computer simulation of classical molecular dynamics was developed at that time [27].
In 1977, the first macromolecular molecular dynamics simulation was reported (Size:
500 atoms, Simulation Time: 9.2 ps = 0.0092 ns, Program: CHARMM precursor) [63].
Since then, the capability and accuracy of molecular dynamics simulation have been
expanded and many new computational methods have been adopted. Allen [28] has
presented an introduction to molecular dynamics simulation. Some basic concepts for
molecular dynamics simulation are provided in this publication. D. C. Rapaport [26]
has described details about molecular dynamics simulation in his book.
2.2.2 Force Field of Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Classical molecular dynamics solves Newton’s equations of motion for a system of N








where mi is the mass, ri is the position of atom i, Fi is the force, and the middle part
is the negative gradient of the potential. This equation relates the potential energy
derivation to the coordinates changes as a function of time.
A force field is used to describe the potential energy of the system of particles.
Classical force field used in molecular dynamics simulation is CHARMM [35], which
uses empirical functions to describe the atomic interactions. Every atom simulated in
CHARMM force field experiences a force derived from its interactions with the rest
of the system. The total potential energy is expressed in Equation2.3.
Utotal = Ubond + Uangle + Udihedral + Unonbond (2.3)
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where
Ubond = oscillations about the equilibrium bond length,
Uangle = oscillations of 3 atoms about an equilibrium bond angle,
Udihedral = torsional rotation of 4 atoms about a central bond,
and
Unonbond = non− bonded energy terms (electrostatics and Lenard− Jones).
2.2.3 MPI in Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Due to the complexion and volume of a great amount of molecular dynamics systems,
it is imperative that molecular dynamics simulations are implemented with parallel
function. Researchers and software developers have focused on how to efficiently di-
vide a molecular dynamics simulation (heavy computing) into a number of smaller
molecular dynamics simulations (smaller computing). Many software packages have
been developed and applied to different fields to perform system modelling. A list of
software for molecular mechanics modelling is available in [12]. In this list, molecu-
lar dynamics simulation software packages are included. A complete list of molecular
dynamics simulation packages is given in [11]. Of the available molecular dynamics
simulation packages, NAMD [66, 19, 67], CHARMM [2], Amber [1, 68], and LAMMPS
[10] are the most popular and adopted by researchers.
It is well known that the parallel design of NAMD makes it suitable for high
performance simulations for large molecular systems. To perform a NAMD simulation,
a Protein Data Bank (pdb) file which stores atomic coordinates and/or velocities for
the system, a Protein Structure File (psf) which stores structural information of the
protein, a force field parameter file, and a configuration file need to be prepared.
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NAMD takes the input files and runs the molecular dynamics simulation according
to the parameter setting specified in configuration file.
Another molecular dynamics simulation software package CHARMM (Chemistry at
HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) is developed by a group in Harvard University.
It has been designed to port to different platforms with serial or parallel architecture.
A CHARMM simulation needs several input files: topology file, parameter file, struc-
ture file, and coordinate file. If a simulation is a continuation of a previously paused
one, then one more input file is needed, restart file.
2.3 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a new computing technology which refers to both the applica-
tions delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in
the data centers that provide those services [31]. Since the first cloud computing sys-
tem was introduced in 2008, cloud computing technology has become wildly popular
within just a few years. The key characteristics of cloud computing are large scale,
virtualization, measured service, elasticity, and on-demand self-service [32].
In order to meet the requirements of large number of users, the cloud must ensure
to provide sufficient computing capability. Thus, super large scale of server cluster is
necessary. In the future, a cloud computing center may have as many as one million
servers.
Virtualization technology is the key factor of cloud computing, because it allows
servers and storage devices to be shared and utilization to be increased. Applications
can be easily migrated from one physical server to another. Thus, the elasticity of
resources can be achieved.
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Cloud computing provides the ability to pay for the use of computing resources
as needed and release them as needed. This elasticity of resources, without paying a
premium for large scale, is unprecedented in the history of information technology.
Since there are many types of cloud computing technologies and different kinds of
cloud services, the architectures of cloud computing platform varies slightly. However,
the basic characteristics of cloud computing remain stable. Typically, the cloud com-
puting consists of a certain degree of virtualization of physical resources, a resource
management/pricing model and a web-based user interface.
Scientists have made efforts to explore the possibility and feasibility of solving large
scale scientific problems on cloud computing [40, 54, 74, 53]. In life science related
areas, high throughput data processing is demanded due to the rapid growing of data
volume.
2.4 Hadoop
Hadoop is an implementation of MapReduce framework [5]. The architecture of
Hadoop includes basically two parts, HDFS and MapReduce. Since Hadoop-0.23.0,
Hadoop has had a new architecture, called MapReduce 2.0 (MRv2) or YARN [24].
The change made here is that Hadoop separates scheduling and resource management
(Figure 2.3 ).
In a typical Hadoop configuration, there is one name node on which the job tracker
daemon runs. All other nodes are data nodes on which task trackers run. Task trackers
report to the job tracker through heartbeats. After applications submit MapReduce
job, the job tracker will schedule jobs based on some priority algorithms. The job
tracker also watches out the heartbeat from task trackers. When the job tracker hears
a heartbeat from a task tracker and the task tracker reports that it has available task
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FIGURE 2.3: Illustration of YARN architecture [24]
slot, the job tracker will assign a Map task or Reduce task to that task tracker. All
tasks are performed on task trackers. After task is finished, the task tracker will save
the outputs on local data node. HDFS of Hadoop takes charge of managing the data
slicing and storing. MapReduce framework takes care of running Map/Reduce tasks.
2.5 Molecular Dynamics Simulation on Computational Framework
There are very few number of studies about implementing molecular dynamics al-
gorithms on computational framework. Bui et al. has implemented REMC (Replica
Exchange Monte Carlo) on a computational framework called ‘Work Queue’ [38, 39,
79, 64]. In this implementation, the molecular dynamics simulation program used
was ProtoMol [62]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the Work Queue programming model. The
Work Queue programming model is based on the traditional master/worker pattern
[70]. Replicas of simulations are run in parallel over several Monte Carlo steps at dif-
ferent temperatures. After each step, an exchange is performed between neighboring
replicas based on a Metropolis Monte Carlo criterion. After exchange, Monte Carlo
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FIGURE 2.4: Work Queue master/worker pattern [39]
simulation continues. The same procedure repeats until reaching a predefined criteria
(Figure 2.5).
While a lot of researchers have used Hadoop MapReduce to work with large scale
data sets, there are few works on implementing molecular dynamics to MapReduce.
We have found that REMD was implemented on Hadoop via Hadoop streaming inter-
face (Figure 2.6) [73]. In this implementation, Python wrappers were used to imple-
ment Map and Reduce tasks. Molecular dynamics software NAMD [66] was used for
the core molecular dynamics simulations. As Figure 2.6 suggests, replicas of molecu-
lar dynamics simulations are run in parallel at different temperatures. After 100,000
molecular dynamics time steps, an exchange attempt was performed. It was suggested
that the Hadoop-based REMD simulation will not be adopted because the overhead
of Hadoop framework is significant [73]. It was found that the Reduce step took a
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FIGURE 2.5: t-REMC on Work Queue
significant fraction of the computation time, suggesting that communication between
the Map and Reduce is a limiting factor.
2.6 HaLoop
HaLoop [36, 37, 6] is a modified version of the Hadoop MapReduce framework.
HaLoop supports iterative applications by making the task scheduler loop-aware.
In addition, HaLoop uses various caching mechanisms to improve efficiency of data
processing. The most suitable applications of HaLoop are those which require itera-
tive computations, such as PageRank [65] , HITS [58], and recursive relational queries
[33]. Figure 2.7 is the architecture of HaLoop. HaLoop caches the loop-invariant data
so that the non-first MapReduce iterations avoid reading these data remotely, saving
time. HaLoop retains Hadoop’s fault-tolerance and other advantages.
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FIGURE 2.6: REMD on Hadoop
2.7 MPI on Hadoop
Researchers and software developers have realized that Hadoop should incorporate
MPI into its MapReduce framework. Efforts to combine MPI with Hadoop in various
formats have been made. Ye et al. [77] modified OpenMPI [20] so that MPI jobs can be
launched on Hadoop cluster via Hadoop streaming interface [77, 76] . This was used in
their research paper to compare MPI-based and MapReduce-based implementations
of an algorithm named GBDT [46]. Project Hamster [7] claimed that a working version
of MPI on Hadoop cluster has been finished. However, we have not found and got an
access to the pointer to the library.
MapReduce-MPI [15] is an open-source implementation of MapReduce written for
distributed-memory parallel machines on top of standard MPI message passing. In
this implementation, the MapReduce tasks perform on part of data set independently
while data-movement and other parallel operations are performed using MapReduce-
MPI library.
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FIGURE 2.7: Architecture of HaLoop [36]
OpenMPI have built java-binding interface due to the existence of Hadoop [9]. It
is argued that since Hadoop MapReduce is done in Java, MPI operations should be
done using Java, too.
2.8 MapReduce and Molecular Dynamics Simulation
MapReduce [42] is a programming paradigm, popularized by Google, which is used
widely for processing large data sets in parallel. Its salient feature is that if a task can
be formulated as a MapReduce, the user can perform it in parallel without writing
any parallel code. Instead the user writes serial functions (Maps and Reduces) which
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FIGURE 2.8: Execution flow overview of MapReduce
operate on partitions of the data set independently (Figure 2.8). Hadoop [5], an
open source software library, implements MapReduce framework for reliable, scalable,
distributed computing. Figure 2.8 shows how Map and Reduce work in Hadoop. Map
tasks and Reduce tasks programmed by users are run in parallel on slave nodes, called
workers, each handling different splits of input data. Intermediate outputs from Map
tasks are taken by Reduce tasks as inputs. Outputs from Reduce tasks finally are
written to output path.
Experiences have shown that many applications naturally fit into the MapReduce
framework [42]. It is also true that many scientific fields have applications or com-
putations which involve iterations [65, 58, 33, 51, 50, 69, 57]. Some computations,
if implemented on Hadoop, require multiple MapReduce cycles to reach the point
where computations should stop. To accomplish iterations, users have to issue mul-
tiple MapReduce jobs because MapReduce framework does not support this kind of
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iterations. Data which is repeatedly used in each MapReduce cycle have to be up-
loaded in every MapReduce job submission because MapReduce jobs do not have
any memory for the previous jobs and data used. This caused researchers to de-
velop methods for handling iteration and data indexing in MapReduce framework.
HaLoop [36, 37, 6], a modified Hadoop, addresses the iteration concern regarding some
database-related operations. HaLoop extends Hadoop by adding support for iterative
computations and improves computational performance by enabling task scheduler
to be aware of loop and adding data caching.
We have realized that molecular dynamics simulation fits MapReduce framework.
A Map task can be a single simulation. Multiple Map tasks of a job, each taking care
of an individual simulation, enable multiple molecular dynamics simulations to run
in parallel. If simulation is the only purpose of the users, the MapReduce job can
meet the purpose by defining the number of Reduce tasks to be 0. However, some
sampling algorithms need to process the intermediate outputs from the previous sim-
ulation and restart the simulation based on the output of the intermediate precessing.
These applications involve iterations. If we want to implement these algorithms on
Hadoop, an appropriate way is to implement the molecular dynamics simulations in
Map phase and the data processing in Reduce phase, then restart another cycle of
Map-Reduce job with the outputs from the previous MapReduce job. Examples for
these applications are Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) [51, 50, 69]
and Replica Exchange Statistical Temperature Molecular Dynamics (RESTMD) [57].
The REMD method has been considered a standard approach to accelerate sampling
rate of rugged energy landscapes of molecules in solution. In a typical REMD (Figure
2.9), a number of replica simulations of a fixed temperature are run in parallel. Pe-
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FIGURE 2.9: Illustration of Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics
riodically, the temperature between pairs of replica simulations are exchanged based
on a probability (Equation 2.4),






where p is the exchange probability, E is energy, k is a constant, i is ith replica, and
j means replica j.
Another promising sampling algorithm, Replica Exchange Statistical Temperature
Molecular Dynamics (RESTMD) [57], was claimed to advantage over conventional
REMD. The scenario of RESTMD is similar to REMD. The difference is that each
replica simulation is Statistical Temperature Molecular Dynamics (STMD) [56, 55]
rather than conventional molecular dynamics simulation. In STMD [56], a sampling
range of temperature should be selected by defining the lower and upper temperature
bounds for the simulation, the statistical temperature is dynamically updated during
simulation. Figure 2.10 demonstrates how RESTMD works.
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FIGURE 2.10: Illustration of Replica Exchange Statistical Temperature Molecular
Dynamics
In RESTMD, the interested temperature range is divided into multiple windows,
each covering the sampling range for a replica. Then, multiple STMDs run with
configuration exchange attempts between neighboring replicas at specified intervals
using acceptance rule of Equation 2.5.
p = min(1, exp(δx)) (2.5)
where
δx = Si(x) + Sj(x
′)− Si(x′)− Sj(x) (2.6)
By comparing the MapReduce framework with REMD and RESTMD, we can find
that both REMD and RESTMD fit MapReduce model. Individual MDs in REMD
or STMDs in RESTMD can be applied to Map tasks while temperature exchange
in REMD and configuration exchange in RESTMD can be mounted to Reduce tasks
(Figure 2.11).
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FIGURE 2.11: REMD and RESTMD fit MapReduce framework by chain
2.9 Iterative Hadoop
By design, Hadoop does not support iterative computations. In REMD or RESTMD,
periodically, an exchange attempt will be performed, then simulation resumes. In the
resumption, the new simulation needs to obtain the ending configuration of the previ-
ous simulation, and read in some data, which are required by all simulations. So, the
outputs of the previous MapReduce job should be the input of the next MapReduce
job and some invariable data are always required in every MapReduce job. We can use
chained MapReduce in Hadoop to resemble the ”MD-Exchange, MD-Exchange, ...,
MD-Exchange” scenario. However, the invariable data will be repeatedly read for each
MapReduce cycle on the chain. Thus, we need a mechanism to control the MapRe-
duce chain so that the invariable data which are read in by the first MapReduce will
be cached locally and the coming MapReduce tasks can obtain the data locally. This
should be able to save data delivery time across the network.
HaLoop [36, 37] modified Hadoop to extends MapReduce with programming sup-
port for iterative applications. In addition, HaLoop improves MapReduce’s efficiency
by adding various caching mechanisms. HaLoop are useful for database operations
where all input data including the repeatedly used data are stored in the input path
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of HDFS. However, in REMD or RESTMD, the invariable data are delivered to HDFS
via file shipping. To use the caching mechanism developed in HaLoop we must develop
a method which will make MapReduce loop-aware and a method which will locally
store the repeatedly used files. Therefore, we need to modify the implementation of
HaLoop to reach this goal.
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Chapter 3
Architecture Design and Implementation
In this chapter, we present the overview of the hybrid framework of iterative MapRe-
duce and MPI (IMR-MPI). Then the MPI module, algorithms for iteration monitor-
ing, resource management, and data caching are described in details. Implementation
of the architecture is provided finally.
3.1 Architecture of Hybrid Framework of Iterative MapReduce and MPI
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the architecture of the hybrid framework of iterative MapRe-
duce and MPI (IMR-MPI) which is a modification of HaLoop [36, 37] and Hadoop
[14]. The modifications to HaLoop are mainly three parts as listed below:
• MPI manager at framework layer. This addition makes HaLoop/Hadoop have
the ability to manage computing resources and launch MPI executables.
• Data caching at file system layer. This is an addition to the existing caching
mechanisms of HaLoop. It is used to address the requirements specifically for
molecular dynamics simulations.
• MPI job execution at application layer. MPI jobs can be launched on task track-
ers to achieve computing efficiency.
As shown in Figure 3.1, our hybrid framework has the same HDFS and MapReduce
as in Hadoop and accommodates features of HaLoop. In the IMR-MPI architecture,
the component, iterative MapReduce, makes Hadoop iteration-aware while the com-
ponent, MPI, lets Hadoop perform efficiently. In a cluster configuration of IMR-MPI,
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FIGURE 3.1: Architecture of the hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI
there are a master node serving as namenode/jobtracker and many slave nodes serv-
ing as datanode/tasktracker. After job submission, the job tracker starts scheduling
tasks for each job onto task trackers. During this process, the MPI manager checks
the availability of computing resources and allocates resources to each task on task
trackers. MPI jobs then can be launched directly on task trackers.
A caching mechanism is added to specifically address the requirements of molecular
dynamics simulation applications.
3.1.1 MPI Resource Manager
One of the most attractive characteristic of Hadoop is fault-tolerance. In Hadoop, the
distributed file system, HDFS, can store very large amount of information, store data
reliably, and provide scalable access to information. In Hadoop, jobs are submitted
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to the job tracker on the master node, the job tracker then schedules the tasks of
jobs onto task trackers when it receives heartbeat from task trackers. Since HDFS
stores data in duplicates, if a task on one data split fails, then another copy of the
same data split will be used for the task to restart. This facilitates Hadoop with
fault-tolerance. However, high performance computing is not supported in Hadoop.
We added the MPI module into Hadoop to improve efficiency by effectively employing
available computing resources in a parallel way for each task.
The MPI module in IMR-MPI can enhance Hadoop to perform high performance
computing jobs on task trackers. The MPI resource manager interacts and communi-
cates with the job-tracker and task scheduler to obtain the information about which
slave nodes on the cluster are occupied by tasks and which are available for new tasks.
After all Map tasks of a job are assigned, MPI manager starts to allocate computing
resources to each task according to the request from the task and the occupation or
availability of the slave nodes. Once the information is obtained, the MPI resource
manager allocates compute nodes to individual tasks according to the occupation or
availability of the slave nodes. Each task possesses the same number of compute nodes
for parallel computing. After resource allocating, tasks get their MPI processors for
parallel computing and then MPI executables are invoked on task trackers (Figure
3.2). In the architecture, resource management is done on the name-node/job-tracker
while MPI job is invoked and performed on the data nodes/task trackers.
To understand how the MPI manager improves the computing efficiency, let’s take
a look at a simple scenario in a homogeneous network. Suppose in a Hadoop cluster
configuration, there are n slave nodes with p compute cores on each slave node and
one task slot on each task tracker. The job to be submitted to the Hadoop cluster has
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FIGURE 3.2: A detailed view of MPI manager in IMR-MPI framework
executables against the data splits, then the trigger to the MPI resource manager
is switched to the mode of ‘ON’. The m data splits are spread among the n slave
nodes/data nodes with specified replications. m mapper tasks are initialized one by
one on m slave nodes/task trackers. There are (n−m) slave nodes idle since they are
not assigned any tasks. MPI resource manager divides the slave nodes into two sets,
S1 and S2. S1 includes all the slave nodes which have been assigned a task against a
data split while S2 contains all the slaves nodes which are idle regarding executable
tasks.
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Now let us distribute compute tasks among the available computing cores with
a balanced load. The essential idea is to decide how many compute cores from S2
should be combined with a slave node which has a task assigned and what are the
compute cores. In S2, there are totally p ∗ (n−m) compute cores. We need to evenly
divide them into m groups and combine each group with the p compute cores on each
slave node which has a task assigned. Thus the total number of compute cores (t) a





which includes the slave node, s, which has been assigned the task and (n −m)/m
slave nodes which will be used by a MPI executable launched from s. Since the MPI
resource manager maintains the information of node sets S1 and S2, it is now easy to
establish the t compute core list which shall contains t compute cores for each task.
A core list and its association to a task on a slave node/task tracker is maintained by
the MPI manager. At this moment, a task tracker can issue its task in a MPI manner
using t or less compute cores allocated to it. It should be noted that users need to
have an opinion of the optimal number of compute cores used for a task to achieve
the optimal MPI performance.
In the above scenario, MPI resource manager balances the computing loads over the
cluster. However, in a heterogeneous network system where the number of compute
cores on slave nodes could be variable, a complete balancing is hard to reach. In this
situation, the MPI resource manager performs sorting on the nodes in S1 and S2
based on the number of compute cores on the nodes in ascending and descending













FIGURE 3.3: Flow control of MPI manager in IMR-MPI framework
with nodes in S1 in order. This allocation aims to balance the computing load over
the slave nodes in a Hadoop cluster.
How the MPI manager is triggered from a user’s point of view is shown in Figure
3.3. The user needs to specify if MPI executions are to be performed. MPI resource
manager is triggered if the user switches MPI to ‘ON’; otherwise, the flow control
goes through with regular activities as defined in Hadoop. we can easily get a clue
that our design facilitates Hadoop with MPI ability, meanwhile, it can take non-MPI
tasks as well. If a user chooses to run non-MPI jobs, then the whole process is no
difference from Hadoop.
The MPI resource manager we incorporated into Hadoop ahould be able to improve













FIGURE 3.4: Flow chart of regular and advanced molecular dynamics
traditional high performance computing cluster or a system which supports MPI
computing by distributing computing among idle salve nodes.
3.1.2 Data Caching
Data caching in IMR-MPI is designed by particularly considering the features of
molecular dynamics. As described in Chapter 2, molecular dynamics simulation usu-
ally needs iterations of simulations. During iterating, the outputs from a simulation is
used as the inputs for the next simulation as shown in Figure 3.4. The invariant input
data files to a MD simulation are repeatedly used by every MD simulation iteration,
while the variable input data files are updated in every MD simulation by taking the
output data files.
In implementing a set of MD simulations on Hadoop cluster, the variable input
data files are transformed into input <key, value> tuples and uploaded onto Hadoop
cluster. On the other hand, the invariant input data files are transferred to Hadoop
cluster along with a job submission. Whether or not a Reduce phase is needed, the
output data are <key, value> tuples which can be directly used as input data for the

































FIGURE 3.5: Flow chart of regular and advanced molecular dynamics on Hadoop
in all iterations to complete the MD simulation, caching those invariant input data
files should be able to reduce I/O cost.
The main idea of data caching in IMR-MPI is similar to but different from HaLoop
[36]. We use the same control module as in HaLoop to watch out the iteratively
chained MapReduce jobs and store the repeatedly used data files in local file system.
HaLoop achieves inter-iteration locality by taking advantage of a modified scheduling
algorithm in Hadoop which ensures that the loop-invariant data partition is needed
by one slave node. Those data partitions then are cached in the local system. By
contrast, in our approach we take into account that the data which needs to be
repeatedly used by every iteration is shipped in file format rather than uploaded in
HDFS in <key, value> tuples in Hadoop’s HDFS. We use the loop control module to
keep the information about which iteration of a job is in process. With this information
available, the job tracker decides if the repeatedly used data need to be cached locally
on the local disk file system.
With the help of the loop control module, the job tracker can make a decision to
cache the invariant data files or inform the task trackers to read the invariant data
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FIGURE 3.6: Flow chart of data caching in IMR-MPI framework
files from local file system. Figure 3.6 shows the details of how data caching works.
In the first iteration, the repeatedly used input data files will be shipped to mappers,
meanwhile, those input data files are stored in the local file system on the physical
nodes which are configured as slave nodes. Then, from the second iteration, tasks of
molecular dynamics simulation which need the invariant input data files can access
the data files locally rather than non-local data reading. Due to the avoidance of
remote data reading for the non-initial iterations, the time cost on data transferring
from remote nodes is saved.
3.1.3 Products and Applications
3.1.3.1 Products
Although our purpose of designing the IMR-MPI framework aims to applications in












FIGURE 3.7: Derived products of the IMR-MPI framework
use our framework as long as the problems can be modelled to the IMP-MPI frame-
work. As shown in Figure 3.7, our proposed framework can derive several software
products.
• MPI-Hadoop. This is a MPI-enabled Hadoop MapReduce framework. In
this derived framework from IMR-MPI, all features are the same as Hadoop ex-
cept that a MPI executable can be issued from map task. There are two levels
of parallelism in MPI-Hadoop. Different data splits are processed on difference
slave nodes concurrently. On the other hand, in processing a data split, com-
puting is distributed among a set of slave nodes concurrently. Figure 3.8 is an
example to show how data partitions are processed in parallel as in Hadoop

































FIGURE 3.8: An example showing the two types of parallelism in MPI-Hadoop. Dif-
ferent data splits are processed concurrently. Computing invoked from a node is per-
formed in MPI manner
are 3 data splits which request 3 mappers to process them. The 3 mappers are
initialized on 3 slave nodes n11, n21, and n31. n11, n21, and n31 process their
own data splits independently and concurrently an in ordinary Hadoop. With
MPI approach, the 3 mappers are able to issue MPI executable over their own
set of slave nodes in the Hadoop cluster. In the example shown in Figure 3.8, the
MPI executable issued from mapper1 uses nodes n11, n12, and n13 to perform
the parallel computing; the MPI executable initialized from mapper2 employs
n21, n22, and n23 to accomplish the parallel computing; the MPI executable
from mapper3 distributes the computing over nodes n31, n32, and n33.
• Data-Caching-Hadoop. This is an enhanced version of HaLoop frame-
work, which caches invariant input data files locally in physical slave nodes.
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As demonstrated in Figure 3.7, this derived product takes care of iteration and
























































FIGURE 3.9: An example demonstrating how data caching in iterative MapReduce
works. Data caching is performed in the first iteration. Local reads are achieved in
the consequent iterations
an enhancement of HaLoop. The mechanism of data caching has been described
in section 3.1.2, here we use an example to explain how data-caching-Hadoop
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works. In Figure 3.9, the Hadoop cluster includes 9 slave nodes named n1, n2, ...,
and n9. The iterative job initializes 3 mappers in every iteration. In the first
iteration, the invariant input data files are shipped to the physical nodes on
which the 3 mappers are assigned. This shipping is done with the job submission.
The invariant data files are used by the mappers to complete the map tasks and
then be cached in the local file system of the physical nodes. For those nodes
which have not been assigned a map task, the invariant input data files are
just cached in their local file system for future re-use. Since the repeatedly
used data files are cached locally, they will not be cleared by Hadoop’s clearing
process after finishing a map-reduce cycle. Therefore, after first iteration, all
the data nodes have a copy of the repeatedly used invariant data in their local
file systems. From the second iteration, those invariant input data files are not
needed to be transferred by Hadoop remotely. The map tasks access those data
files locally, avoiding data transferring among the Hadoop cluster.
• Hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI. This is a com-
prehensive product which combines iterative MapReduce and MPI. An example
is shown in Figure 3.10. In the cluster configuration of Figure 3.10, there are
9 slave nodes. Three data partitions are needed to be processed. In the first
iteration, 3 mappers are initialized on 3 different slave nodes. The required in-
variant data files are transferred to the 3 mappers along with the Hadoop job
submission. Each mapper can issue a MPI executable over a set of slave nodes.
Mapper1 can launch its MPI executable over nodes n1, n4, and n7, mapper2’s
MPI job uses nodes n2, n5, and n8, and mapper3 employs nodes n3, n6, and n9
to perform MPI jobs. In the first iteration, an important thing to do is to cache
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the invariant data files in the local file system of slave nodes. Those data files














































































FIGURE 3.10: An example demonstrating how the hybrid framework of iterative
MapReduce and MPI works. MPI executables are invoked from map tasks. Nodes
with no tasks assigned are used as compute nodes for MPI. Data caching is per-
formed in the first iteration. Local reads are achieved in the consequent iterations
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iterations. In the consequent iterations, with updated data splits, 3 mappers
run concurrently on 3 different salve nodes. As in the first iteration, a mapper
can issue a MPI call over a set of 3 nodes. n7, n2, and n1 are for mapper1,
n3, n8, and n6 are for mapper2, and n5, n9, and n4 are for mapper3. Thanks to
data caching in the first iteration, from the second iteration, the invariant data
files are read by mappers locally.
3.1.3.2 Applications
The hybrid framework of MapReduce and MPI is designed for molecular dynamics
simulations. Almost all software or executables for molecular dynamics simulations
are developed with MPI functionality. With the framework we propose, two levels of
parallelism are achieved (Figure 3.8). Generally speaking, if a problem needs a set of
molecular dynamics simulations to run concurrently and cyclically, then the problem
is suitable to use our hybrid framework. The representatives of the applications in
molecular dynamics simulation that the proposed hybrid framework supports are
REMD and RESTMD as described in Chapter 2.
The potential application domains of our proposed hybrid framework of MapReduce
and MPI cover all the areas where molecular dynamics simulation is an approach.
Those areas include chemistry, biological sciences, medical sciences, material science,
engineering, and bioinformatics. With our enhancement to Hadoop, we expand the
user community of Hadoop. On the other hand, researchers can enjoy the advanced
features of the framework.
3.1.4 Application Programming Interface
User interfaces are provided for convenient use of the new features we added. MPI-
Hadoop is also available through Hadoop streaming interface. The users can write
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their applications in Map or Reduce using Java language. Interface for Python via
Hadoop streaming interface is provided for MPI-Hadoop.
A programmer needs to configure the iterative MapReduce job as HaLoop and
specify the file list of the invariant input data files if data caching is to be used.
Details are as follow:
• Map function. This is a required programming definition. Map function
reads in the <key, value> tuples of the input data splits the data which is
changed and updated in every iteration, transforms the tuples into a format that
the molecular dynamics simulation recognizes, performs molecular dynamics
simulations, and generates the intermediate <key, value> tuples if the Reduce
function is specified or generates output <key, value> tuples of a MapReduce
iteration if a Reduce function is not specified. If parallel computing is a request,
then Map issues the MPI executables.
• Reduce function. Reduce reads the intermediate outputs from Map and
processes them, then generates the output <key, value> tuples which will be
the inputs for the next iteration.
• SetMaxNumOfIterations function. This function is the same as in
HaLoop. It specifies the total number of iterations a job needs to finish. Once
the maximum number of the iterations is reached the job is terminated.
• AddInvariantDataFiles function. This functions provides the list of the




3.2.1 Implementation of Hadoop-based Molecular Dynamics Simulation
We use the software package CHARMM to implement regular molecular dynamics
simulation, and replica exchange statistical temperature molecular dynamics (RESTMD).
In our experiment, RESTMD is used for performance evaluation. Hadoop-based RESTMD
is implemented in two versions, a Java version and a Python version. This implemen-
tation is for verifying feasibility and scalability of implementing molecular dynamics
simulation on Hadoop MapReduce platform. The Hadoop platform is original. Nei-
ther MPI nor data caching option is considered. Experiments were performed on
traditional HPC cluster and clouds.
3.2.2 Implementation of MPI Resource Manager on Hadoop
MPI module is developed and added into both HaLoop and the latest released stable
Hadoop-1.0.4. The addition of MPI into Hadoop MapReduce framework enables a
MPI executable to be invoked from Map tasks. As described in 3.1.1, the MPI re-
source manager interacts and communicates with the job-tracker and task scheduler
to obtain the information about which nodes on the Hadoop cluster are occupied by
tasks and which are not. Once the information is obtained, the MPI resource man-
ager allocates compute nodes to individual tasks. Then the tasks can invoke MPI
executables. Detailed algorithms are in Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Algorithm 1 records the information of occupation and availability of a slave node.
For any job, once it is submitted, the number of map tasks, numMaps, is known.
loadedNodes and loadedNodes.size are used to record the list of slave nodes which have
been assigned a map task and its size, respectively. Every time a map task is assigned
by the jobtracker onto a task tracker, the task tracker is added into loadedNodes and
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the size of loadedNodes is increased by 1 accordingly. Repeat the procedure until all
map tasks have been assigned.
Algorithm 1 TaskSceduler and JobTracker modification
Description: Record the node information on which a map task is assigned
Input: job A job submitted by a client




4: numMaps = job.getNumMaps()
5: while loadedNodes.size != numMaps do
6: schedule the next map task, mt
7: assign mt to a slave node, node
8: get hostname of node
9: loadedNodes.add(node)
10: end while
Algorithm 2 allocates compute resources to MPI jobs to be issued from task track-
ers. From Algorithm 1, we have obtained the list of slave nodes, loadedNodes, which
have been assigned a map task. From the configuration of a Hadoop cluster, the list
of slave nodes, slaves, can be easily obtained. Therefore, the slave nodes which can be
used for computation purpose are derived. The 2 for-loops then allocate the available
resource processors to each task tracker which has a map task assigned.
Algorithm 3 ensures all occupied slave nodes are registered with job tracker and all
idle slave nodes are kept recorded before MPI manager starts to allocate computing
resources. Once MPI finishes allocating resources to task trackers which have a map
task assigned, map tasks are launched on task trackers and MPI jobs are invoked on
task trackers when requested.
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Algorithm 2 MPI Resource allocation
Description: To allocate the compute resources for invoking MPI on task tracker
Input: loadedNodes List of slave nodes which have tasks assigned
Output: machinefile List of processors which are available for MPI run on each task
tracker
1: for each node n in loadedNodes do
2: slaves.removes(n)
3: end for
4: availabeResource = slaves.size()− loadedNodes.size()
5: set number of nodes required by each map task for MPI run
6: num nodes required = availableResource/loadedNodes.size()
7: make machinefile for each task tracker
8: for each node n in loadedNodes do
9: machinefile i.add(n)
10: end for
11: for each node n in loadedNodes do
12: for i = 0; i < num nodes required− 1; i+ + do
13: pick one node from slaves, picked node
14: machinefile i.add(picked node)
15: end for
16: end for
Algorithm 3 Flow control of job execution
Description: Control to make sure all available resources are registered before MPI
manager starts to allocate resources to each task tracker
Input: job. A job submitted by client
Output: n/a
1: launch job
2: while unscheduled maps do
3: job tracker listens to task tracker
4: schedule map tasks on idle task trackers
5: register maps to job queue
6: end while
7: launch tasks on task trackers
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Algorithm 4 depicts the programming template for a user to follow. In our im-
plementation, the resources used for a task tracker is saved in a file named by the
hostname of the task tracker. Therefore, the application program should manage to
obtain the hostname of the task tracker. Once the hostname is available, then a MPI
job can be issued from the task tracker.
Algorithm 4 User program template
Description: How to use MPI. In our implementation, a user must get the hostname








5: get the hostname of the task tracker







To complete the implementation, we added the class MPIManager and modified
the classes JobClient, JobQueueTaskScheduler, and Mapper.
3.2.3 Implementation of Iteration-aware Data Caching on Hadoop
The implementation of iteration-aware data caching is based on HaLoop [36, 37]. Ap-
plications which benefit from HaLoop are database operations which involve iterative
computations. In these iterative structured problems, some data are used in every
iteration. When iteration starts, in the first iteration, the to-be-reused data sets are
stored and indexed in the local file system rather than in Hadoop HDFS system.
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From the second iteration, the same data sets are read directly from the local disk
to save data transferring time. On the other hand, in molecular dynamics simulation,
the invariant input data files, such as topology file and force field parameters, are
used in every MapReduce iteration. Our implementation of data caching addresses
the difference of targeted applications between molecular dynamics simulation and
HaLoop. We focus on how to save the invariant input data files which are repeatedly
used in every coming iteration in the local disk system rather than database tables
in HaLoop.
Algorithm 5 Data caching on slave nodes
Description: Store the invariant input data files in local file system
Input: iteration: iteration number
Output: None
1: if iteration==0 then
2: read data from remote nodes or receive data through shipping from the node
where the job was submitted.
3: get the input data files’ name which are to be cached
4: store the input data files in local file system on task trackers
5: else
6: read data from local disk file system
7: end if
To complete the implementation, we modified the class JobInProgress. The mod-
ifications enable IMR-MPI to recognize iterations. Because in molecular dynamics,
the data we intend to cache is in the format of files, the job tracker needs to figure
out the type of the data to be cached. An iteration monitor is needed to handle when
to save the input data files and when the data files is ready to be read from local disk.
The detail of the procedure is given in Algorithm 5. In Algorithm 5, the if statement
is used to make the decision that the invariant data files should be saved locally or
read locally. If it is the first iteration, then the data are read remotely and saved on
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local disk system. If it is not the first iteration, then the invariant data files are read
locally rather than from HDFS.
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Chapter 4
Performance Evaluation and Discussion
In this chapter, we present performance evaluation of the hybrid framework of iter-
ative MapReduce and MPI (IMR-MPI) we developed via Hadoop-based RESTMD
simulation.
4.1 Simulation Software, MD Simulation Algorithms, Protein Systems,
and Platforms
In all our experiments, we will use CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolec-
ular Mechanics), a molecular simulation program which has been being used in many
application areas [30], to carry out the MD simulations.
Statistical Temperature Molecular Dynamics, STMD, is an algorithm proposed and
implemented into molecular dynamics simulation by Jaigil Kim to improve sampling
efficiency [56, 55]. This simulation protocol samples over a temperature range instead
of a fixed temperature. During the simulation, the temperature estimate is calculated
at every time step. The simulation starts with an initial convergence factor (f). When
flatness of histogram is obtained, convergence factor is reduced to
√
f . The simulation
then starts with current temperature estimate and updated f factor to obtain a new
flat histogram. This procedure repeats until δf is small enough to be less than the
predefined criteria.
STMD was originally implemented on CHARMM (version c33a2) [2] by Jaigil Kim
[56, 55]. We implemented STMD on an advanced CHARMM version, CHARMM-
c35b3, based on the original implementation for better parallel computing. Basic
functions and procedures of STMD were not altered when we migrated the coding
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from CHARMM-c33a2 to CHARMM-c35b3. However, due to the differences of soft-
ware structure between CHARMM-c33a2 and CHARMM-c35b3, we modified the code
structure of STMD to fit the characteristics of CHARMM-c35b3. Data types of some
variables used in STMD-CHARMM-c33a2 were adjusted according to the changes
between the two versions, CHARMM-c35b3 and CHARMM-c33a2.
Replica Exchange Statistical Temperature Molecular dynamics (RESTMD), as de-
scribed in section 2, runs a number of STMD simulations in parallel for a time interval,
then neighboring STMD simulation replicas exchange their configurations according
to an exchange acceptance criteria. For the paired neighboring STMD simulation
replicas, if configuration exchange happens, then a replica will take the other’s con-
figuration from each other and continue the simulation. If configuration exchange does
not occur, then the paired replicas will take their own configuration and continue the
simulation. This procedure repeats until a predefined criteria is reached.
Four differently sized protein systems were used in our experiments (Table 4.1).
The smallest system was a hairpin sequence from the 1GB1 protein comprising of a
total of 5,356 atoms. System 2 was Crambin (CBN) which consisted of about 9,002
atoms [3]. System 3, the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), comprised of 23,558 atoms
[16] . The biggest system was the glutamin binding protein (GlnBP) with a total of
61,153 atoms [61]. In each simulated system, the protein was solvated in water to
build the simulation box. For all the testing scenarios, we chose 1,000 simulations
time steps, which corresponds to 2ps.
Platforms used to conduct the experiments are traditional HPC cluster and cloud
computing environment. It has been demonstrated that users can develop and run
Hadoop applications on traditional HPC clusters [60, 59]. To complete the exper-
iments on traditional HPC clusters, we configured HOD (Hadoop on Demand) on
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TABLE 4.1: The four protein systems used for experimental evaluation and their size
in number of atoms
Protein systems Name PDB ID Protein Water Ions Total
1 GB1 hairpin 1GB1 256 5,097 3 5,356
2 Crambin 1CBN 46 8,936 20 9,002
3 DHFR 5DFR 2,489 21,069 0 23,558
4 GlnBP 1WDN 3,555 57,597 1 61,153
QueenBee cluster of LONI (Louisiana Optical network Initiative) [13]. Queen Bee
cluster consists of 680 nodes (each with 2 Quad-Core 2.33 GHz Inel Xeon 64bit pro-
cessors). Memory is 8 GB RAM per node. Cloud computing set-up was done in the
IBM-supported Cloud Computing Laboratory at Southern University, which consists
of 12 IMB H22 Blades (each with 2 quae-Core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon 64bit processors
and 48 GB Memory) [22]. Nine virtual machines (each with a single core 2.8 GHz
processor, 8 GB Memory and 5 GB Hard Disk) were configured over 5 IBM blade
servers cluster.
4.2 Scalability of the Hybrid Framework of Iterative MapReduce and
MPI
In this section, we present the experimental results on scalability to show that our
framework, IMR-MPI, inherits the attractive characteristics of Hadoop, scalability.
4.2.1 On Traditional HPC Cluster
We have intensively tested applicability of implementing RESTMD on IMR-MPI. In
these experiments, we switched off the options for MPI and data caching in the IMR-
MPI framework, leaving IMR-MPI as a Hadoop MapReduce framework. Here, we
present the results for 5 test cases (Table 4.2). The test cases cover various Hadoop
configurations, indicated by combinations of number of slave nodes and number of
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task slots on each task tracker in a Hadoop cluster. For example, in test case 1, the
Hadoop cluster contains totally 32 slave nodes. On each task tracker 1 task slot is set.
Similarly, for test case 5, the Hadoop cluster is configured to have 2 slave nodes, and
on each task tracker, 8 task slots are allowed. For all the test cases, we tested different
computing load in terms of number of replicas. The purpose of this experiment is to
investigate the scalability inside a multi-core slave node and out to other slave nodes.
In the MapReduce modelled RESTMD, STMD simulation is performed in Map
stage while configuration exchange is done in Reduce stage. Since IMR-MPI can mon-
itor iterations, we took measurements for jobs running single and multiple iterations
to verify the stability of our implementation. The metrics we used in this experiment
was execution time for Hadoop jobs of Map stage only, 1 MapReduce iteration, 2
MapReduce iterations, and 3 MapReduce iterations. Results obtained from the ex-
periments conducted on QueenBee of LONI are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.
TABLE 4.2: Test cases for Hadoop-based RESTMD on QueenBee of LONI
Test cases Number of slave nodes Task slots Number of replicas
per task tracker tested
1 32 1 4, 8, 16, 32
2 8 1 4, 8, 16, 32
3 2 1 4, 8, 16, 32
4 2 2 4, 8, 16, 32
5 2 8 4, 8, 16, 32
Results from all cases suggest meaningful scalability of Hadoop with RESTMD. In
Case 1, each replica runs on one slave node in parallel, occupying a compute processor.
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FIGURE 4.1: Execution time of a Map phase only MapReduce job of Hadoop-based
RESTMD on QueenBee of LONI. The number of reducers is 0. Case 1: 32 slave nodes,
1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case
3: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 4: 2 slave nodes, 2 task slots per
task tracker; Case 5: 2 slave nodes, 8 task slots per task tracker
time cost for all the 4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-replica RESTMD. Case 2, with 8 data nodes,
time cost for 4-replica and 8-replica RESTMD is the same, whereas the time cost
for 16- and 32-replica RESTMD is doubled and quadrupled, respectively. This is
because the available computing resource is not enough for the 16 or 32 replicas to run
simultaneously due to the fact that there are at most 8 computing cores available at
the same time. For the 16-replica RESTMD, 8 replicas will be run on the 8 nodes first,
the other 8 replicas have to wait for computing resources to be available. Similarly,
for the 32-replica RESTMD, a group of 8 replicas run first, then the other 3 groups
of 8 replicas run sequentially, which causes the execution time quadrupled as much
as the 4- and 8-replica RESTMD.
In Case 3, we changed the slave node number to 2 (Case 3 in Figures 4.1, 4.2,
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FIGURE 4.2: Execution time of a MapReduce job of Hadoop-based RESTMD on
QueenBee of LONI. The number of reducers is 1. The number of iteration is 1. Case
1: 32 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot per
task tracker; Case 3: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 4: 2 slave nodes,
2 task slots per task tracker; Case 5: 2 slave nodes, 8 task slots per task tracker
the available compute slots is 2 for the whole Hadoop cluster. When the 4-replica
RESTMD is in process, 2 replicas run first, then the other 2 replicas. Due to the limit
of available computing resources, replicas run in group of 2 and all groups run in a
row. This explains the observations of all the experimental RESTMD simulations for
Case 3. Therefore, it is obvious that the time cost of 32-replica RESTMD doubles
that of the 16-replica RESTMD, the time cost of the 16-replica experiment doubles
that of the 8-replica RESTMD, and the time cost of the 8-replica RESTMD doubles
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FIGURE 4.3: Execution time of iterative MapReduce job of Hadoop-based RESTMD
on QueenBee of LONI. The number of reducers is 1. The number of iterations is 2.
Case 1: 32 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot
per task tracker; Case 3: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 4: 2 slave
nodes, 2 task slots per task tracker; Case 5: 2 slave nodes, 8 task slots per task tracker
In Case 4, when the allowed task slots on each task tracker is changed to 2, the
time cost for 4-replica RESTMD is the same as that for the 4-replica RESTMD in
Cases 1 and 2. This is because there are a total of 4 task slots available which can
accommodate the 4 replicas at the same time. However, for 8-replica RESTMD, the
time doubles because 4 replicas have to wait for resource while the other 4 replicas
occupy the resource. For the same reason, the 16-replica RESTMD costs twice as
much time as the 8-replica RESTMD, and the 32-replica RESTMD costs twice as
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FIGURE 4.4: Execution time of iterative MapReduce job of Hadoop-based RESTMD
on QueenBee of LONI. The number of reducers is 1. The number of iterations is 3.
Case 1: 32 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot
per task tracker; Case 3: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 4: 2 slave
nodes, 2 task slots per task tracker; Case 5: 2 slave nodes, 8 task slots per task tracker
In Case 5, we changed the number of available task slots on a task tracker to 8. This
means that all the 8 compute cores on a node are available to be used by Hadoop. So,
with 2 nodes, there have 16 compute cores. The time cost for 4-, 8-, and 16-replica
RESTMD is the same because there is no resource shortage. However, the 32-replica
RESTMD costs about twice as much time as the 4-, 8-, and 16-replica RESTMD.
The reason of it is that 16 replicas wait for resources while the other 16 replicas are
occupying the resources.
Our results suggest that RESTMD fits Hadoop and the Hadoop-based RESTMD
scales well. The scalability succeeds inside a data node (Cases 4 and 5), out of a data
node (Cases 1 and 5), and across over a Hadoop cluster (Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).
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It is noted that in Case 5, RESTMD could not succeed for 16- and 32-replica
experiments against glutamin binding protein (GlnBP). The Hadoop cluster in this
case has a total of 16 compute cores available. For the 16- and 32-replica RESTMD
experiment, 8 STMD replicas are expected to run simultaneously on one single task
tracker since one node on QueenBee cluster contains 8 compute cores. However, due
to the volume of glutamin binding protein (about 61K atoms), in Case 5 the memory
of the slave nodes which are assigned 8 tasks is not big enough to accommodate all the
8 STMD simulations at the same time. This causes an execution freeze of RESTMD,
making a infinite job running.
4.2.2 On Clouds
In this experiment, 9 virtual machines were created, each of which had one compute
core. Hadoop cluster was configured over the 9 virtual machines, one of which served
as name node and job tracker, and the other 8 nodes served as data nodes and task
trackers. For each task tracker node, task slot was set to 1. Table 4.3 shows all the
test cases. Execution time was measured for Hadoop jobs of Map stage, 1 MapReduce
iteration, 2 MapReduce iterations, and 3 MapReduce iterations.
TABLE 4.3: Test cases for Hadoop-based RESTMD on clouds
Test cases Number of data nodes Task slots Number of replicas
per task tracker tested
1 8 1 4, 8, 16
2 2 1 4, 8, 16
Similar to the results obtained on the QueenBee cluster (Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and
4.4), results on clouds demonstrate expected scalability, indicating feasibility of ap-
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plying Hadoop to RESTMD. As shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, the behaviour
of RESTMD with Map stage, 1 MapReduce iteration, 2 MapReduce iterations, and 3
MapReduce iterations shows that the replicas wrapped in individual Hadoop MapRe-
duce jobs occupy resources sequentially in group of size of (number of nodes * num-
ber of task slots per node). In Case 1, the execution time for 4-replica RESTMD and
8-replica RESTMD is the same because totally 8 compute cores are available in the
Hadoop cluster. In the 4-replica RESTMD, 4 replicas run on Hadoop cluster, 4 data
nodes are fully occupied and the other 4 data nodes are idle. In 8-replica RESTMD, all
the 8 data nodes are occupied by the 8 replicas. This leads to the equal execution time
for 4-replica and 8-replica RESTMD. However, with 16-replica RESTMD, since only
8 Map tasks/replicas can be done simultaneously, the other 8 replicas have to wait
until the resources are available for use. This makes the execution time of 16-replica
RESTMD to be twice as much as that of the 8-replica RESTMD, demonstrating
scalability (Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
In Case 2 of Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, with 2 data nodes, 1 task tracker on
each, the execution time for both GB1 hairpin and crambin systems is doubled along
with the increase in the number of replicas from 4 to 8, and 8 to 16. This shows the
full occupation of available resources and the scalability of Hadoop-based RESTMD
on clouds. In this experimental case, only 2 data nodes could be used for running the
MapReduce job. If 4 replicas are needed to run on the nodes, then 2 replicas will go
first and the other 2 wait until the 2 nodes are released. If 8 replicas run on the nodes,
then they need to be run 2 replicas first, then another 2, then the next 2 replicas, and
the final 2 replicas. The time cost is twice as much as that of the 4-replica RESTMD.



































Case 1 Case 2
FIGURE 4.5: Execution time of a MapReduce job of Hadoop-based RESTMD on
clouds. The number of iterations is 0. The number of reducers is 0. Case 1: 8 slave
nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker
cases, the execution time of 16-replica RESTMD doubles that of 8-replica RESTMD
(Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8).
4.3 Parallel Computing in Hadoop
In this section, we present the effectiveness of the MPI resource manager we developed
on Hadoop.
4.3.1 On Traditional HPC Cluster
4.3.1.1 Speedup of a Single STMD Simulation on MPI-enabled Hadoop
To investigate how MPI affects STMD simulation on MPI-enabled Hadoop, we de-
signed this experiment. A Hadoop cluster with 8 slave nodes, which had one task
tracker, was configured on QueenBee of LONI. A IMR-MPI job including only 1
STMD replica in Map phase, and no Reduce phase was specified. Seven such MapRe-






































































Case 1 Case 2
FIGURE 4.6: Execution time of an iterative MapReduce job of Hadoop-based
RESTMD on clouds. The number of iterations is 1. The number of reducers is 1.
Case 1: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot
per task tracker
a different number of compute cores. STMD simulation in the 7 MapReduce jobs
was launched over 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 compute cores on the Hadoop clusters.
Execution time was recorded and speedup was calculated. Then we ran 7 STMD
simulations one by one on QueenBee of LONI over the same number of computing
processors corresponding to the 7 MapReduce jobs running over the Hadoop cluster.









































































Case 1 Case 2
FIGURE 4.7: Execution time of an iterative MapReduce job of Hadoop-based
RESTMD on clouds. The number of iterations is 2. The number of reducers is 1.
Case 1: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot
per task tracker
The speedup is shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 indicates that the MPI resource
manager we added into Hadoop MapReduce framework works as effectively as MPI
on QueenBee of LONI, the HPC cluster. All the experiments for the 4 biological
systems demonstrate consistency in the performance improvement of MD simulation
due to the MPI manager added into Hadoop. Furthermore, the speedup of STMD on
Hadoop is greater than that on HPC cluster. For example, GB1 hairpin (Figure 4.9
part a) obtained the greatest different speedup when MPI executable is performed







































Case 1 Case 2
FIGURE 4.8: Execution time of an iterative MapReduce job of Hadoop-based
RESTMD on clouds. The number of iterations is 3. The number of reducers is 1.
Case 1: 8 slave nodes, 1 task slot per task tracker; Case 2: 2 slave nodes, 1 task slot
per task tracker
MPI, we summarize the ratio of speedup on Hadoop-MPI to PBS-MPI in Table 4.4.
The data in Table 4.4 shows that a single STMD simulation on MPI enabled Hadoop
can achieve the similar speedup as that on MPI, a little huger for smaller systems,
GB1 hairpin and Crambin, and a little lower for the two bigger systems, DHFR and
GlnBP. In the smaller systems, the time amount for HDFS in Hadoop to handle the
data is not significant compared to the bigger systems, resulting in a speedup close
to that using MPI on HPC cluster. On the other hand, for the two bigger systems,
HDFR and GlnBP, Hadoop needs to spend some amount of time to let HDFS manage,
store, and allocate data to tasks, which caused a lower speedup than that using MPI.
According to Amdahl’s law [29], the speedup of a program using multiple processors
in parallel computing is limited by the time needed for the non-parallel computing
fraction of the program. In a STMD simulation on QueenBee of LONI, the non-parallel
fraction includes the non-parallel fraction of the computing, data transferring, and
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FIGURE 4.9: Speedup of a STMD simulation on MPI-enabled Hadoop and PBS/MPI
on QueenBee of LONI.
fraction includes the non-parallel fraction of the computing, message passing, and
HDFS data managing. Suppose Bh is the non-parallel fraction in a STMD simulation
on MPI-enabled Hadoop, n is the number of processors used, then the speedup, Sh,








TABLE 4.4: Ratio of speedup of a single STMD simulation on Hadoop-MPI to that
on PBS-MPI on QueenBee cluster of LONI
Number of processors GB1 hairpin CBN DHFR GlnBP
1 1 1 1 1
2 1.18 1.05 0.97 0.97
4 1.13 1.24 0.95 0.89
8 1.14 1.28 0.96 0.87
16 1.02 1.32 0.91 0.78
32 1.09 1.27 0.92 0.78
64 1.09 1.23 0.97 0.86
Similarly, we can get the speedup of a STMD simulation using PBS/MPI by Equa-








The ratio of Sh and Sm, R, then is defined as in Equation 4.3. It is easy to see
from Equation 4.3 that the radio depends on the non-parallel fraction Bm and Bh in
MPI-enabled Hadoop and on PBS/MPI HPC cluster. If Bh is less than Bm, then a
STMD has higher speedup in MPI-enabled Hadoop than on PBS/MPI. The results
in Table 4.4 indicates that MPI-enabled Hadoop has roughly the same non-parallel
fraction as PBS/MPI on QueenBee cluster.
R =
(n− 1)Bm + 1
(n− 1)Bh + 1
(4.3)
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4.3.1.2 Effect of MPI Manager on Hadoop
In this section, we evaluate how the MPI manager we added into Hadoop improves
the performance of Hadoop. In the experiment, we set up a Hadoop cluster with 8
slave nodes with 1 task tracker on each of them. The IMR-MPI jobs we submitted
were RESTMD simulations with 4 STMD replicas. STMD simulations were modelled
in Map phase while configuration exchange attempts were done in Reduce phase.
Each STMD simulation was launched in Map phase and paralleled over 16 computing
processors. Totally ten IMR-MPI jobs were executed orderly, each of which was set a
different iteration number from 1 to 10. Execution time was recorded.
With the same Hadoop cluster setting, we ran another 10 IMR-MPI RESTMD
jobs with different iteration number from 1 to 10. All the settings of the jobs were
the same except that we switched off the MPI option, i.e., all STMD simulations
modelled in Map phase were serial executables and no MPI was used. Execution time
was recorded.
Data in Figure 4.10 shows that MPI manager we added into Hadoop improves the
performance of Hadoop as expected when running with RESTMD simulation against
all the four testing biological systems. With all a single STMD replica running over
16 compute processors, the decrease of execution time after 10 iteration is 74.9% for
GB1 hairpin, 79.8% for CBN, 78.6% for DHFR, and 80.0% for GlnBP. Due to the
introduction of MPI module into the Hadoop MapReduce framework, Hadoop was
MPI-enabled. This means that a problem which can be MapReduce modelled and





































































FIGURE 4.10: Performance of MPI-enabled Hadoop with benchmark biological sys-
tems. Hadoop cluster has 8 slave nodes, each slave node has 1 task slot. The number
of STMD replicas tested is 4, each of which runs over 16 processors in parallel. The
number of reducers is 1.
4.3.1.3 Execution Time Comparison of RESTMD Implemented Using
PBS-MPI on HPC Cluster and Using MPI-enabled Hadoop Plat-
form
We compared the time cost of RESTMD simulations implemented on MPI-enabled
Hadoop and PBS/MPI on QueenBee cluster. We have shown that RESTMD, as
an example of molecular dynamics simulation in our performance evaluation, can
be modelled in MapReduce framework. On the other hand, on a HPC cluster, we
can implement RESTMD by first running a number of STMD replicas in parallel
for a time interval, then exchanging the configurations of neighboring pairs. In our
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implementation, we used shell scripts to control execution flow. Embedded Python
modules were used to process data and transfer data among STMD replicas. Ten
RESTMD simulations were performed, each with a different iteration number from 1
to 10.
Results are shown in Figure 4.11. RESTMD simulation, for all the 4 biological sys-
tems, shows less time cost when implemented on MPI-enabled Hadoop than just using
MPI on QueenBee cluster of LONI. After 10 iterations, GB1 hairpin system gained
159s time cost decrease (17.3%) when running RESTMD on MPI-enabled Hadoop,
CBN showed a time decrease of 410s (28.4%), DHFR decreased 394s (18.4%), and
GlnBP decreased 572s (7.6%). The cost difference is mainly because that in Hadoop,
HDFS manages data and distributes data across the Hadoop cluster nodes. In a
RESTMD simulation, during configuration exchange, restart data, force field param-
eter data, and topology data need to be exchanged. In Hadoop, due to HDFS, all data
distribute across the cluster and are readable directly through HDFS. However, in the
PBS-MPI implementation of RESTMD, users have to take care of the data exchange
by remote data reading. One additional thing a user has to do is to update the data of
all the replicas after every exchange attempt, which involves data transferring among
compute nodes and causes the time cost to increase.
4.3.2 On Clouds
In this experiment, due to the resource limit, we configured Hadoop over 9 virtual
machines. Each virtual machine had one compute core, and the computing load was
evenly distributed over the involving nodes.
First we measured the behavior of a single STMD simulation of two biological
































































FIGURE 4.11: Execution time of RESTMD implemented on MPI-enabled Hadoop
and HPC cluster. Hadoop cluster has 8 slave nodes, each slave node has 1 task slot.
The number of STMD replicas tested is 4, each of which runs over 16 processors in
parallel. The number of reducers is 1
of STMD on MPI-enabled Hadoop and on clouds. (Figure 4.12). It was found that
the execution time decreased along with the increase in the number of nodes. STMD
has the same speedup no matter it is performed on MPI-enabled Hadoop or using
MPI. However, by comparing the data with Figure 4.9 in 4.3.1.1, we found that the
optimal number of nodes for running a STMD simulation is different from that we
obtained on QueenBee cluster. For GB1 hairpin, the best performance was obtained
when STMD was parallelized over 2 nodes, while in CBN, the best performance was

























FIGURE 4.12: Speedup of a single STMD on MPI-enabled Hadoop and PBS-MPI in
cloud computing environment
This could be because the communication between the virtual machines were not as
effective or efficient as that on QueenBee cluster. Combining the observations from
HPC platform and cloud platform, we can derive that MPI-enabled Hadoop maitains
the behavior of MPI.
4.4 Data Caching on Hadoop
4.4.1 On Traditional HPC Cluster
In order to test if the data caching mechanism can improve the performance of
Hadoop, we set up a Hadoop cluster of 4 slave nodes. On each slave node, only
one task tracker slot was allowed. Hadoop was set on QueenBee of LONI. Execution
time for various number of iterations was measured.
In Figure 4.13, the striped bars are the execution time of RESTMD without data
caching while the solid black bars show the execution time of RESTMD with data
caching. We can find that with data caching, the execution time is less than that of
RESTMD without data caching. We found that the more the amount of cached data,





































































FIGURE 4.13: Effects of data caching on performance of iterative Hadoop jobs on
QueenBee of LONI. Hadoop cluster includes 4 slave nodes. One task slot is allowed
for each task tracker. The number of reducers is 1. 4 replicas of STMDs were performed
is 12,542,761 bytes for GB1 hairpin, 13,568,853 byes for CBN, 18,805,000 bytes for
DHDR, and 19,831,092 bytes for GlnBP. After 10 iterations, execution time decreased
103 seconds in GB1 hairpin, 120 seconds in crambin, 513 seconds in DHFR, and 632
seconds for GlnBP. The percentage of time saving due to data caching is 3%. It can
be reasonably predicted that with huge systems, if cached data volume is large, then
the execution time reduction will be large accordingly.
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The performance improvement due to data caching is not as significant as that
due to MPI manager. First, Hadoop makes efforts to assign Map tasks as close as
possible to where the data chunk is, which reduces remote data transferring. The data
caching we proposed helps to avoid remote data reading only when the data is not
locally available by HDFS of Hadoop. Secondly, the amount of time saved by data
caching depends on the volume of the data which should be cached. The more the
cached data volume, the more the time saving. Although we show some performance
improvement when applying our proposed data caching, due to the small amount of
cached volume, the improvement is not significant. However, for those applications
with large amount of cached data, the time saving should be considerable.
4.4.2 On Clouds
In this experiment, we set up the Hadoop cluster over 5 virtual machines. Of the 5
virtual machines, 4 were configured as slave nodes. Each slave node had one compute
core and only one task tracker was allowed on it. In running RESTMD, 4 replicas
were used. The amount of cached data for GB1 hairpin is 12,542,761 bytes, and that
for crambin is 13,568,853 bytes. Ten iterations were tested for both GB1 hairpin and
crambin systems. Execution time was recorded for various iterations.
The results (Figure 4.14) show similar observations to Section 4.4.1 on QueenBee of
LONI. For both GB1 hairpin and crambin systems, the execution time of RESTMD,
if applied data caching mechanism (solid bars), is less than that of RESTMD without
data caching applied (striped bars). In addition, the difference of the execution time
between data caching and non-data caching after 10 iterations is 75 seconds for GB1
hairpin and 115 seconds for crambin, respectively. We can observe again that the more














































FIGURE 4.14: Effects of data caching on performance of iterative Hadoop jobs on
clouds. The number of reducers 1. Hadoop cluster includes 4 slave nodes. One task
slot is allowed for each task tracker. 4 replicas were used
input files for STMD locally on all the data nodes to achieve local data reading from
the second iteration. Local data reading avoids remote data reading and transferring,
which results in the time saving. The more the cached data, the more the time saving
in data shipping.
4.5 Performance of the Hybrid Framework of Iterative MapReduce and
MPI
The experiments described above have indicated the feasibility of implementing molec-
ular dynamics simulation application on Hadoop, the effectiveness of the MPI module
we added into Hadoop framework, and the effects of data caching in Hadoop. In this
section, we present the experimental results to show the effect of applying both MPI
and data caching in our developed framework, IMR-MPI.
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4.5.1 On Traditional HPC Cluster
4.5.1.1 Execution Time of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and Hadoop
In this experiment, the Hadoop cluster configured on QueenBee included 8 slave
nodes. Every slave node had 8 compute processors and 1 task tracker slot was allowed
on each slave node. Four replicas were run in each RESTMD on the Hadoop cluster.
Both MPI manager and data caching were switched to “ON” at the same time.
Each STMD replica was distributed over 16 compute processors in a parallel manner.
Execution time of RESTMD simulation with various iteration number up to 10 was
recorded. On the other hand, we measured the execution time of RESTMD with MPI
and data caching in “OFF” position. The result is summarized in Figure 4.15.
In Figure 4.15, the dotted line is for Hadoop-based RESTMD without MPI and
data caching applied while the solid line is for Hadoop-based RESTMD with MPI and
data caching enhancement. MPI and data caching combined reduces the execution
time of RESTMD after 10 iterations to an average of 78.4% for GB1 hairpin system,
82.2% for crambin system, 84.9% for DHFR system, and 81.8% for GlnBP system.
In our experiment, a STMD replica launched from Map task was performed over 16
compute processors, we did not pick an optimal number of processors for a STMD to
be parallelized. It is imaginable that if the optimal number of processors are chosen
to run the STMD replicas in parallel, the reduction in execution time will reach
its optimum. This result concludes that integrating the MPI module into Hadoop
and applying data caching to Hadoop, if used properly, can considerably reduce the
execution time by distributing the computation incurred in a Map task over a set of
available resources and avoiding reading data from remote nodes. In reality, a user
should be able to decide the optimal number of processors to be used for a MPI job





































































FIGURE 4.15: Execution time of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and Hadoop on QueenBee
cluster of LONI. Hadoop cluster includes 8 slave nodes. One task slot is allowed for
each task tracker. A RESTMD simulation includes 4 replicas each running over 8 or
16 compute cores for parallel computing. The number of reducers is 1
4.5.1.2 Execution Time of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and PBS/MPI on
QueenBee Cluster of LONI
We evaluated the performance of IMR-MPI by comparing the execution time of
RESTMD on IMR-MPI and on PBS-MPI on QueenBee cluster. We still used a
Hadoop cluster of 8 slave nodes each of which has 1 task slot. Four replicas were run
in a RESTMD simulation. The iteration number was 10. RESTMD with 4 replicas

































































FIGURE 4.16: Execution time of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and PBS-MPI on QueenBee
cluster of LONI. Hadoop cluster includes 8 slave nodes. One task slot is allowed for
each task tracker. A RESTMD simulation includes 4 replicas each running on 16
compute cores for parallel computing. The number of reducers is 1
IMR-MPI has better performance than PBS-MPI in terms of execution time. After
10 iterations, the IMR-MPI framework results in a decrease of 28.8% in GB1 hairpin,
36.9% in CBN, 42.6% in DHFR, and 16.0% in BlnBP. This is because in PBS-MPI,
data and message transferring among compute nodes takes amount of time. In addi-
tion to the less time cost, IMR-MPI also inherits the attractive feature of Hadoop,
fault tolerance. This makes IMR-MPI a convenient and dependable computing frame-
work in many potential areas.
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4.5.2 On Clouds
This experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of Hadoop, with MPI and
data caching implemented, on clouds. A Hadoop cluster was set up over 9 virtual
machines. The 8 slave nodes had 1 compute core on each and 1 task tracker was
allowed for each slave node. Two replicas of RESTMD were run on the Hadoop
cluster. According to the MPI test described in Section 4.3.2, we decided to use 2
compute nodes and 4 compute nodes for the MPI setting for GB1 hairpin system and
crambin system, respectively. Ten iterations were performed and the execution time
for every iteration was recorded.
In Figure 4.17, we compared the execution time of Hadoop-based RESTMD us-
ing regular implementation with that using MPI and data caching implementation.
Results show that with an appropriate choice of number of compute processors, the
execution time can be greatly decreased if MPI and data caching were added into
Hadoop framework. Our data in Figure 4.17 show that for GB1 hairpin, with MPI
and data caching, the execution time can be decreased as much as 21.1%. For crambin,
the decrease in execution time is 47.8% on an average.
We also compared the performance of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and on MPI on
clouds. Data show that due to data transferring among the nodes which are used
by MPI parallel computing, RESTMD implemented with MPI costs more time than
that implemented on IMR-MPI (Figure 4.18). On IMR-MPI, data caching saves the
repeatedly used data to the local disk of the task which avoids remote data reading
and therefore reduces the execution time.
The results obtained in this experiment confirms our conclusion derived from the


































FIGURE 4.17: Effects of MPI and data caching on performance of iterative Hadoop
jobs on clouds. Hadoop cluster includes 8 slave nodes. One task slot is allowed for



































FIGURE 4.18: Execution time of RESTMD on IMR-MPI and MPI on clouds. Hadoop
cluster includes 8 slave nodes. One task slot is allowed for each task tracker. The
number of reducers is 1.
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4.6 Summary
We have designed and performed various experiments to evaluate the performance of
our proposed hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and MPI. From the results,
we can conclude that Hadoop MapReduce framework is suitable to perform molecular
dynamics simulations, the MPI module we added into Hadoop improves the perfor-
mance of the Hadoop MapReduce framework, and the data caching mechanism can
improve the performance by saving data locally and avoiding remote data reading.
Our proposed framework inherits fault tolerance in Hadoop since all the Hadoop fea-
tures were not altered. By combining iterative MapReduce and MPI, fault tolerance




In this research, we aimed to propose a hybrid framework of iterative MapReduce and
MPI to enhance the Hadoop computational framework by adding parallel computing
module into Hadoop to achieve MPI service in Hadoop. We improved the architec-
ture of HaLoop so as to improve the performance of the computational framework.
Algorithms were developed to implement the design. Our work provides with an it-
erative MapReduce framework combining MPI for molecular dynamics simulations.
The computational framework enables MapReduce to be iteration-aware, cache re-
peatedly used data, and invoke MPI applications in Map tasks. A user interface was
also developed for users to code their own MapReduce tasks in Java and Python.
We used molecular dynamics simulation package CHARMM to evaluate the per-
formance of the enhanced framework. Four protein salvation systems, 1gb1 hairpin,
crambin, dihydrofolate reductase, and glutamin binding protein, were used in the
MD simulation for performance evaluation purpose. It was observed that MapReduce
framework achieved scalability in MD simulations, including regular sampling algo-
rithm and some advanced sampling algorithms such as RESTMD and REMD. The
MPI module we added into Hadoop framework as well as HaLoop framework has
shown effectiveness and efficiency. The experimental results show with MPI function
integrated into Hadoop, the performance of molecular dynamics simulations behaves
the same as in traditional high performance computing cluster and cloud computing
cluster. Data caching scheme saves repeatedly used data locally in order to avoid
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transferring these data from remote data nodes. With this implementation, execution
time is reduced for molecular dynamics simulations on Hadoop.
5.1 Major Contributions
With this dissertation, we developed MPI and iteration monitoring on Hadoop MapRe-
duce framework. This will broaden Hadoop’s application domains and solve the con-
strains that Hadoop has currently for users to perform MPI on Hadoop. Many numer-
ical computing involving iterations and biological simulations will benefit from our
implementation. With MPI added to Hadoop, Hadoop will have two types of paral-
lelism, parallel data processing and parallel computing when processing a slice of data,
which will improve the efficiency of Hadoop. With iteration awareness, the data which
is repeatedly used will be cached locally and read from local file system rather than
HDFS, which involves remote data access and transferring. Our enhanced MapRe-
duce framework can accommodate researches in many areas. Our development of MPI
on Hadoop can provide Hadoop users with a framework to work on large scale data
processing with MPI. Data are sliced into partitions and processed on task tracker
nodes, meanwhile, on each task tracker, computing can be performed through MPI if
resources are available.
Various experiments prove that the performance of our proposed hybrid framework
of iterative MapReduce and MPI is suitable to perform molecular dynamics simu-
lations. the MPI module we added into Hadoop improves the performance of the
Hadoop MapReduce framework, and the data catching mechanism can improve the
performance by saving data locally and avoiding remote data reading. By combining
iterative MapReduce with MPI, we retain the fault tolerance in Hadoop and efficiency
in MPI.
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The contributions of this dissertation could be listed as follows:
• Developed a hybrid framework which combines MPI and iterative MapReduce
framework.
• Developed MPI resource manager at framework layer.
• Developed algorithms for effectively allocating resources to tasks which involve
high performance computing.
• Provided a data caching method at file system layer.
• Modified job and task progress report.
• Provided users with an enhanced Hadoop MapReduce platform which will ef-
fectively handle iterations and embrace MPI.
• Provided users of molecular dynamics applications with a template for pro-
gramming their own MapReduce applications through Java programming and
Python via Hadoop streaming interface.
• Provided MPI users an alternative to perform computing tasks for some prob-
lems.
5.2 Future Work
The research presented in this dissertation can be extended in several directions.
The target users of the presented enhanced computational framework based on
Hadoop and HaLoop are people who perform molecular dynamics simulations with
various sampling methods. Although it is reasonable to believe that any simulation,
no matter what simulation software package is used, should be able to take advantage
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of our framework, there is not enough experimental data to verify it. We have demon-
strated how the computational framework can be used in biological, chemistry, and
biomedical molecular simulations; however, more performance evaluation should be
done in other application domains such as material science, physics, and engineering.
This way, the user community can be broadened.
The MPI module added into Hadoop platform works well in our experiments. How-
ever, resource management is based on an assumption that there is only one MapRe-
duce job running at a time on a Hadoop cluster. In fact, a Hadoop cluster can support
multiple jobs running simultaneously. An advanced version of resource management
could be developed in the future. Resources could be managed dynamically. Informa-
tion of the availability of resources could be updated at runtime.
The application of the developed computational framework should be generalized.
More work needs to be done to make the current implementation be a general appli-
cation package, and not just limited to molecular dynamics simulation applications.
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